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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

January 29, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR
THE HONORABLE DONALD R UMSFELD
Secretary of Defense

The President reviewed your opening statement before the House
Armed Services Committee and indicated the following notation:
''Excellent''

•

i!o PUSIDENT HAS

SEEI' .--.

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON

INFORMATION
January 26, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

Attached is a copy of my opening statement for my
testimony before the House Armed Services Committee
for your information.
Attachment
/'
,/"

Donald

/

umsfeld

DONALD H. Rill-lSFELD
SECLSTARY OF DEFENSE, JANUARY 27, 1976

STATE:-fE:-"T OF TEE H0?70RABLE

Hr. Chair-wan and

Ne~bers

of the Committee:

I aD pleased to present the proposed defense.budget for FY 1977
and its inplications for the defense authorization request for FY 1978,
and a preliminary five-year,defense projection for FY 1977-1981.
In FY 1977, the Department proposes a defense budget of $112.7
billion in total obligational authority and $100.1 billion in estimated
outlays. The details of this !equest as well as its justification are
set forth in the annual Defense Department Report. I w·ill touch on
some of the points of particular interest.
I.

The Defense Budget

lol'e estinate that because of a declining rate of inflation, the
defense budget for FY 1976 could permit some small real growth in
defense funding for the first time since FY 1968. The budget request
for FY 1977 and the preliminary five-year defense projection reflect
our conviction that there must be a real program grm~th in the years
i~ediately ahead.
The Defense establishoent is engaged in a crucial function of
goverr.1zent -- providing for the common defense -- contributing to
peace, stability, and the preservation of freedom. I knm~ it will
receive your most serious consideration.
Hi thin roughly three months, as prescribed by the new budget
reform guidelines, you and your colleagues in the House and.Senate
will determine the total federal spending level, and the portion of
that total which will be devoted to defense and deterrence.
Tnese D~o decisions are of enormous importance to the natron and
the "Ymrld. They will be of major significance today and in the years
to cone, ~~d they will be among the most important decisions which
will be cade by the Congress this year.
After careful deliberation, the President and the Defense DepartIr.ent have LJ.ada their judgments. We recognize the importance of your
decision. Representatives of the Defense Department will be explicit
and candid about the requirements of national security as they appear
before you concerning this budget .

•

II.

The

I~ter~ational

Context

It is u.s·c:ful to consider defense strategy, force structvrl', and
budget reGuests within a broad international context, as is required
by la\-:. That context has five najor implications for defense planning:
First, Dilitary power and the international appreciation of
it re~ain basic arbiters of international disputes and major determinants
of our capabilities to achieve the objectives of our foreign policy.
-- Second, the United States has political, economic, and strategic
interests in the world~?hich must be fostered through foreign policies
vhich are supported by our military posture.
-- Tnird, U.S. interests remain under challenge, primarily by
the USSR, 'tvhiD'l continues to add to its military capabilities qualitatively and quantitatively. These challenges can be seen in Europe,
along the Nediterranean littoral,. in the }fiddle East and Africa, in
the Persian Gulf and, indirectly, in Northeast Asia.
-- Fourth, the United States cannot escape the principal role in
defending interdependent interests and maintaining world stability:
If we falter or fail, there is no other power to take our place.
-- Finally, the United States must maintain a military establishment which permits it -- in conjunction with allies -- to safeguard
its interests in the face of a growth in adversary capabilities. The
U.S. establis~ent must be both nuclear and non-nuclear. Much of it
must be ready at all tines. Security is not available at bargainbasement rates, and the instruments of security cannot expand and contract on short notice.
Today, there are a number of misunderstandings about the relationship between defense and the international environment. I want to address two in particular. The first misunderstanding is that there is
an inconsistency between detente and a strong national defense. The ·
second is that there is a contradiction between increases in the U.S.
defense budget arid the maintenance of international stability.~
To deal ~vith the first misunderstanding, it is- important to be
precise about the meaning of detente, this word borrowed-from the
French. Literally, in French, detente is applied to a number of
things having to do with Heapons. For example,· the entire trigger
mechaais2 of a pistol is cqlled "detente" -- the part you pull to fire
it, t~e haill2er, the firing pin, and the spring mechanism. Detente is
the \-lOrd, also, for uncocking a cocked pistol -- that is, releasing
the tension on the spring \vhich moves the haTIL.'Tler. In similar ways,
detente is used to describe relaxing the tension on a taut bowstring,
or reducing the pressure of a gas in a closed container.
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:.::cC-::li:-Jga is there clUY hint that detente means
or. assured peace. In all uses, detente
re2.a.:.:3.tio::l of. te-:::si.on that -exists -- for real, not imagir,~ry,

i.n t:o:-,2 of
fri2:~cs::i;::,

th~.s~

t.;:-c:..:;t,

aff~ction,

c.e2.:2.s
re£:..so:J.s ..

On our s~cc~ detente is also a hope and an experiment. In this
oi nJclea= wea?onry, it oakes sense to seek a reasonable accommodation of our differences with the USSR. But, keeping the basic meaning of deten~e in oiud, we should be under no illusion as to when and
ho~ acco~ocations 2ight be reached.
Strength is a prerequisite to
accepte~le agree=ents.
inat is.why there is no inherent contradiction
~ong the three 2ain oojectives of u.s. policy:
defense, deterrence, and
the effort to see if it·· is possible to achieve some relaxation of tensio::t - dete-.::!te. That is ,.,hy successive Presidents, including President
Ford, have e2phasized the connection between strength and peace, between
weakness and uar.
~ge

A •. .;ise Frenc!-Zlan: recently noted, "that the Soviet Union today is
o!!e of the t-:;.;-o pain Iid.litarj powers in the world, and this power is
ruled a~cording to nethods which are substantially and essentially
different £ron .•. \.;estern n::.ethods. Why therefore should it not be
tecpted to extend its influence, if not its rule, if it does not come
up against any foro of resistance on the part· of a power comparable
to its o~...-n?" Y'nat is why I have stressed that weakness, too, can be
provoca:cive.

To address the second misunderstanding, it is well to consider some
con.3;::dcuous trends in Soviet military capabilities -- trends that are
facts, not projections -- before making any judgments about the desirability
of increasing U.S. strength:
-- Gr~er the past decade, Soviet defense spending has been increasing
steadily in real terms.

-- In that sawe period~ the Soviet military establishment (not
counting border guards and internal security forces) has expanded by a
Million ~en fron 3.4 to 4.4 million men.
-- Be~Heen 1965 and 1975, Soviet strategic offensive forces have
also increased:
Iv.tercontinental Ballistic Nissiles (ICBHs) from 224
to 1,600 (an increase of nearly 1,400);
Sea-launched Ballistic }lissiles (SLBMs) from 29 to 730
(an increase of about 700);
Strategic warheads and bombs, from 450 to 2,500 (an increase of about 2,000).
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-- Tl;2 cJ::::::<tlliil of this buildup sho,Is no sign of
Qu.-:.Lit,"l!:i Ye i:l;>rovcm2l~ t:s continue, such as:

slacl~cnin;::,.

- ihe devel0j?ffi2ilt of four neH lCB1<is, t\vO of which arc
currently being deployed Hith multiple independently targetable reentry vehicles (MIRVs);
The productioil of a ne\v generation of Ballistic }lissile
Subcarines (SSBNs),; one version of >vhich has deployed >vith
a ne-.:v 4, 200 mile range SLBN;
Accuracy improvements which could give their ICBNs a significantly reduced circular error probable (CEP);
Large 1-fiRVs Hith higf'l-yield >varheads;
DevelopDent of a mobile IRBM (in the form of the SS-X-20).
Since the early 1960's, Soviet general purpose forces have
also expanded substantially. Some of the significant developments
have been:
An expansion in the number of divisions from 141 to 168,
with added tanks, artillery, and armored personnel carriers;
An addition of nearly 2,000 tactical aircraft, combined
\~th

the introduction of more sophisticated fighter/attack
aircraft;

A similar grmvth in the sophistication of Soviet naval forces,
>vith greater missile firepower, more nuclear-powered attack
submarines, greater fleet range, more undenvay replenishment
support, and the construction of three small aircraft carriers.
-- While much o£ the increase in ground and tactical air forces
has gone to the Far East, Soviet forces oriented toward NATO have improved both quantitatively and qualitatively as \vell, and the Soviet
Navy has becooe increasingly a worldwide force.
•·
It must be emphasized that \vhile these developments have been
occurriag in the Soviet Union, U.S. force levels and defense expenditures (in real terms) have been going do>vn. The U.S. force structure
is subst~~tially smaller today than it was a decade ago, although it
is qualitatively improved in some respects. The crucial issue, however,
is not so much >..rhy these trends have occurred, or who has led ~.;hom into
the conpetition. It is whether the United States is still able to meet _
its inter'iJ.ational responsibilities. The nation must also ask itself
uhether the U:1ited States >..rill have a sufficient military capability for
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defer..se) c!~terreace,

conti:1v.e.
trends.

III.

and det2nte in the future if these adver3c trends

Thi..s budget S·"-YS it v:ill not, and sets out to change. the

Defe:1se Objectives

The primary U.S. objective is, of course, deterrence and international stability. He do not try to do everything, every;:vhere ourselves. He are not the world's policeman and we do not pretend to be.
We do bear the principal burden of nuclear deterrence -- both for ourselves and our allies -- and hence have the responsibility, along with
the USSR, for restraining nuclear competition and maintaining a stable
balance of power.
rue basic objectives for_ the strategic nuclear forces are four in
number:
To have a well-protected, second-strike force to deter attacks
on our cities and people, at all times;
-- To provide a capability for more controlled and measured
responses, to deter less than all-out attacks;
--To ensure essential equivalence with.the USSR, both now and
in the future, so that there can be no misunderstandings or lack of
appreciation of the strategic nuclear balance; and
-- To maintain stability in the strategic ~uclear competition,
forsaking the option of a disarming first-strike capability and seeking
to achieve equitable ar!!!S control agreements \vhere possible.
Obviously, the United States is not responsible for the deterrence
of all international disorders. Nor can U.S. nuclear forces credibly
deter all contingencies of concern to the nation. For many purposes,
non-nuclear forces must carry the main burden of deterrence. In order
to plan the conventional forces with restraint and realism, we seek
to maintain -- in conjunction \vith our allies -- two principal areas
of strength and stability -- in Western Europe and in Northeast Asia.
Insuring stability in these two vital regions requires for\Vard deployed
forces as well as strategic reserves.
If we and our allies have the forces to perform those tasks -particularly in response to a major conventional assault on NATO -the United States will also have the necessary capabilities (both
active and reserve) to deal with other contingencies which might arise
separately, as could be the case in the }liddle East. A conventional
force structure with this capability and flexibility will strengthen
deterrence, enhance stability, and lmver the probability of nuclear \var.
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IV.

The .\.dequacy of Our Forces

An: assess~ent of opposing forces is difficult and tentative in
the best of circur::stances. I \<Jill not presume to speak conclu~:;ively
on this subject, nor \vith the certainty that flmvs from long study and
thorough probing and analysis. Nevertheless, there are two judgments
about U.S. capabilities that I \vant to convey. The first is that the
current force structure is adequate to perform its missions at the present
time. The second is that confidence in the future adequacy of our force
structure is gradually declining. Because of the trends -- reductions
on our part and Soviet military expansion -- there has been a gradual
shift in the pm.;er balance over the past fifteen years. And, in light
of the momentucr of Soviet military programs of all kinds, it will continue to shift unless U.S. defense outlays are increased in real terms,
as the President is recommending.
1.

The Strategic Nuclear Situation

As of today, the U.S. strategic nuclear forces retain a substantial,
credible capability to deter an all-out nuclear attack. Their ability
to execute controlled and limited responses is being enhanced as a
result of improvements in plans, command and control, and the increasing
flexibility being introduced into the Minuteman force. How·ever, there
remains a basis for. concern in three areas, and that concern \vill deepen
in succeeding years.

-- First, the submarine and bomber forces are aging; at the same
time the Soviets are improving their antisubmarine warfare capabilities
and their defense against bombers.
-- Second, there is an increasing possibility that major asymmetries
will develop benveen U.S. and Soviet strategic offensive forces because
of the momentum in Soviet offensive and defensive programs, and that
the Soviet strategic capability \rill come to be seen c;ts superior to that
of the United States.
-- Third, a continuation of current Soviet strategic programs -even ·within the constraints of SALT -- could threaten the survivability
of the Ninuteman force within a decade. If that should be allowed to
happen, our ability to respond to less-than-full-scale attacks in a
controlled and deliberate fashion \vould be severely curtailed, and
strategic stability could be endangered.
2.

The Situation in Europe

The defense of Western Europe continues to be one of our fundamental
interests. We are naturally concerned, therefore, about certain vulnerabilities that have developed along the southern flank of NATO. In
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:~~ cr~ci~l center region, we and our allies have the basic capabilities
r!e(:ess.::.::-y to respond t·::> c. i-iarsaH Pact attack. Even here, ho;ve>,er, then~
are tw.:J vuh1erabilities which will grm-1 in seriousness if \·:e fail to
take re~edial action.

First,
deploy our

~-·e

do not have sufficient long-range airlift capability to
to Europe in a timely fashion.

rein£orce~ents

Second, ~:·:e are concerned that, unless 'tve counterbalance them, increasing Soviet firep~~er and mobility will begin to give the Pact an
tm.acceptable advantage in the two contingencies against which -.;.;re design
our forces: 2.J."1 attack~.~oming with little or no warning, and one coming
after a large-scale mobilization and deployment of Pact forces.
3.

The Situation in Northeast Asia

The situation in Northeast Asia is directly influenced by the status
of Sino-Soviet relations. At present, we do not anticipate that either
power is likely to encourage or support North Korea in an attack on
South Korea. If there is no outside aid to North Korea, South Korea
should be able to repulse a North Korean attack with relatively modest
U.S. assistance.
U.S. ground forces continue to have a deterrent and stabilizing
effect on this balance. It would be um.;rise, therefore, to withdraw
U.S. ground forces from the Peninsula and jeopardize the stability 'tVe
have had in Northeast Asia during the last 20 years.
4.

The Situation at Sea

A major non-nuclear conflict in Europe or in Northeast Asia would
nake it essential for the United States to keep open sea lines of
communication to both regions, as well as to other continents and areas.
A war in Europe might well become worldwide in character, but even if
it were to remain contained, we -.;.;rould have to be concerned about Soviet
land and naval deployments in the Far East. We require the major elementsof a two-ocean Navy.
Maintenance of a fleet of the proper size and composition to fulfill
that role is a problem t-lhich requires the most thorough consideration.
rne present assessment is that the current fleet can control the North
Atlantic sea lanes to Europe, but only after serious losses to U.S. and
allies shipping, and that our ability to-operate in the Eastern :Hediterranean •·muld be, at best, uncertain. The fleet in the Pacific could
hold open the sea lanes to Hawaii and Alaska but, because of a shortage
of surface co8batants, would have difficulty in prot~cting our lines
of coB!i!unication into the I.Jestern Pacific. This situation 'tvill presumably grow nore precarious as the capabilities of Soviet nuclear attack
submarines increase.
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V.

Proposed Programs

This gcneral assessrr:ent of the planning contingencies \vhi.r~t have
been inportant to the shaping and testing of U.S. forces suggests \·There
if not corrected -- our current and future vulnerabilities lie. It
also suggests the direction that the FY 1977 budgct should takL~. Accordingly, assessing the FY 1977 request requires e.xacination of the larger
picture \·:hich has\ been set forth. Judgments in the next fe1:.: months
~•hich fail to \veigh adequately the need to check present adverse trends
will inexorably lead to a conclusion in the world that the United States
has decided to allmv the trends to continue to the point of imbalance,
insufficiency and, possibly, ultimately, instability. We should not be
surprised if tbe dis.counting of U.S. power and "'ill, which \vould follo\v
from such a conclusion, \vould bring unpleasant consequences.
Expert witnesses \vill be appearing before you to discuss the specific
details of the FY 1977 request. · In light of the objectives set forth,
the eA~anding capabilities of the Soviet Union, and the trends described,
my chief purpose today is to underline the importance of five major program areas I consider essential.
1.

Strategic Nuclear Forces

U.S. strategic nuclear deterrence continues to be based on a Triad
of strategic forces. These forces are designed to be able to ride out
a surprise attack and retaliate in a controlled second-strike at Presidential direction. A combination of ballistic missiles -- land- and
sea-based -- and heavy bombers is necessary to diversify the strategic
forces sufficiently, so that neither system failures nor enemy ingenuity
could prevent retaliation. Responsive command and control of these forces
is essential to deal with the possibility of less than all-out attacks
and to terminate a nuclear exchange at the earliest moment possible if,
despite best efforts, deterrence should fail.
At the present time, one component of the Triad-~ the Minuteman
force -- is essential to both diversity and control. :And, it is the
Minuteman force that the increasingly sophisticated Soviet ICBM capability threatens to neutralize eventually. Accordingly, we must move
steadily, but \vith deliberation, to retain the option to move toward
a more secure basing mode for the ICBM force.
- The Trident program is necessary in any event to replace the aging
SLBH forces in the mid-1980s. \ve are also concerned with possible
Soviet advances in anti-submarine warfare capabilities, and the quieter
Trident boat with its longer range missiles hedges against any significant
Soviet AS\.J gains.
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..
- Tf1-:: B-l bo::ber regreseats a suitable successor to the B-52.
Its
2":Jility to p~r:e:rat::! 2.t lm.; altitude and high speed \vill allo\.;r us to

of£sct a'.:ly Soviet air deie2se iraprov~-rrents. Nost important, the B-l 1 s
2.dvances in structurel desiga, hardening against nuclear effects, and
the ability to fly out fro::n under nuclear attack, \vith minimum \varning
tirr.e, \Wuld represent a valuable improvement in survivability.
Tb.e H-X missile, either in fixed silos or in a multiple-aim-point
node, \·lith a co:rrbination of larger throw-weight and increased accuracy,
should im.;Jrove on the desirable features of the Hinuteman, Hithout
Hinute2an's potential vulnerabilities. He should develop M-X at a rate
that would allo-.o~ us to ~supplement part or all of the Minuteman force in
the 1980s, should that prove necessary.
In order to keep open the option to diversify further the nuclear
forces, exploiting new technology in which we lead the Soviets, we are
developing two cruise missiles -- sea-launched (SLC}f) and air-launched
(ALC·l).

With these najor programs, we should be able to ensure a modern
strategic deterrent force through the next decade, and remove, as necessary, the vulnerabilities that could increasingly degrade elements of
our present posture. As our deterrent improves, so will our contribution to strategic stability.
2.

General Purpose Forces

The prina:ry U.S. contribution to the non-nuclear defense of Hestern
Europe continues to be a combination of ground forces and tactical
airpm.;er. Because a war in Europe could break out suddenly, we keep
the initial defense capability largely in the active force structure
rather than in the guard and reserve. The added weight in men, armor,
and ~uns that the Soviets have been providing to a potential assault
force in Central Europe is a fundamental reason why the active Army
is being eA~anded from 13 to 16 divisions (within a constant level of manpmo~er) .
We are adding t\Y"O combat brigades to the European deployments
(also within the manpo~o~er constraints established by Congress). Two
more steps need to be talten:

_.,

-- First, we should "heavy up" the additional Army divisions now
prograr:::1ed, to give them the increased firepower and mobility necessary
for cosbat in the European theater.
-- Second, \ve should consider adding aircraft to fill out the Air
Force's b.;renty-six fighter/ attack \·lings, both to complement planned
Arr:..y diV:.sions and to increase firepower and mobility across the Europea:u front.
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The presect assess2ent of the situation at sea leads to the require::ent for c:isitional s-c.trface co:nbatants and submal-ines in a tHo-ocean
cap2bility ~or s:L::mlt:aneous protection of Atlantic and Pacific sea
la.::.-25.
The difficult r2::iaining issue is one of determining hm'l many
vessels of •,.;-!-tat kind a:!d cix will be needed to perform the mission.
Ihe basis for additional nuclear attack submarines and relatively inexpe:1sive surface conbata~ts, as well as the arguments for more mines and
i=?:roved undersea surveillance equipment, are well-founded.
concerning additional large-deck carriers, strike cruisers,
the broad adoption of nuclear propulsion merit close attention in
the weeks a_head. You -.;fill find a tentative five-year shipbuilding
forecast outlined in the Annual Report, as requested by Congress. It
~y prove to be the right program.
However, we are examining some
O?tions T,.;ithin the Departnent now and it l'lill be a few l·Teeks before I
23 in a position to nake specific recommendations to the President and
the Congress.
Q~estions

~•d

3.

Strategic }fobility Forces

Long-range mobility forces are critical to our capability, in conjunction ~ith allies, to offset a major Warsaw Pact mobilization and
deploynent in Central Europe. There remains -considerable difference
of opinion as to how long it would take the Soviets to fill out and
move the tank and mechanized divisions they retain in the western military districts of the USSR. For planning purposes, the United States
should be able to reinforce NATO rapidly by moving a substantial number
of divisions fron the continental United States to the European theater
within a few weeks. Current strategic lift forces cannot today fully
2eet that requirenent for these reasons:
-- C-5A wing fatigue problems and flying hour limits reduce our
capacity to move outsize cargo;
Strategic airlift squadrons are not manned or supported with spare
parts sufficient for the requisite number of sorties; and
-- He have yet to achieve essential reductions in preparatlon.--and \
Earry-up time (at CO~TGS and overseas terminals) to exploit the potential
o£ the airlift and sealift resources we own.
Tne Departnent is moving to correct some of these defects.

We

co~tinue to recoDmend modifications in the civil reserve air fleet
(C?~~) so as to ~rove our capacity to move outsize cargo in the

requisite asounts during the early days of a reinforcement effort.
In short, the faster we can move to reinforce, the better NATO's
chc_aces -will be and the lm.,.er the probability that the Harsaw Pact will
be te=!pted to undertake any kind of an attack. This is also ~'lhy \'le need
to continue large-scale mobility exercises which demonstrate reinforcement
capabilities.
10
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Log:.stics co.pabilities undergird the readiness o£ forces and their
ability to sustain co:::bat. The logistics base is of particular c:oncern
at a ti2e vihen co:Jpeting d~"'"!lands on the defense budget require increasing
cos'::>at productivity fro:;t both men and machines. Despite the resources
previously allocated to logistics, the United States has not maintained
the levels of equipsent readiness and stocks of \.;rar reserves required
for a fully credible posture of deterrence.
The precise i~act of deficiencies in readiness on combat effectiveness is difficult to measure. Hm.;rever, it is \videly agreed that:
-- Too many U.S. ships are overdue for overhaul, and the number is
still grm.;ing;
Too many tactical a:Lrcraft are grounded awaiting repair, which
in too oany instances is delayed because spare parts are lacking;

re~~ins

The I!lateriel readiness of U.S. land forces is improving,· but
substandard in some important respects;

Finally, we are running unnecessary risks because of shortfalls
in w·ar reserve stocks, especially of modern ari.d more efficient munitions.
I will not belabor the reasons for the present level of readiness.
am persuaded that we must make a significant and sustained effort to
correct the four major weaknesses just outliend. . U.S. combat capabilities
are already strained ,..-hen judged against their tasks; we should not further reduce their effectiveness and ability to sustain themselves in
combat because of weaknesses in logistics support.

I

5.

Research and Development

A vigorous program of research, development, test; and evaluation
is critical to the achievement of long-term U.S. national security
objectives. The effectiveness of our strategic and general purpose
forces in relation to the modernized Soviet forces depends on ~he
quality of our R&D. lve try continuously to hedge against the uncertainties of a rapidly changing future. We also attempt to reduce costs
and improve effectiveness.
Overall U.S. technological leadership is as directly challenged by
the Soviet Union as is our military capability. During the past decade,
Soviet investnent in nilitary and space R&D appears to have at least
equalled our own; nm.;r it is growing at a more rapid rate. The Soviets
have been producing and deploying large quantities of advanced weapons,
seizing the technological lead or closing the gap in almost every class
of "t-leapon.
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Reversirg these trends in R&D is vital, and FY 1976 appropriations
appear to h;::ve halted the down~•ard trend in the U.S. RDT&E program.
Nearly $11 billion is requested in FY 1977, an amouo.t essential to
correct the divergent U.S. /USSR trends and provided real grmvth needed
to:
-- Strengthen the U.S. technology base to create options for
future develo?ment;
D~onstrate

se!ected alternatives chosen from among new options;

-- Select the best system or systems and manage the resulting
developillent and ?~<:d':ct~on pr?gra~ e_f_f_~~-~e-~t!}' . and effecti veiy;
Concentrate on completing current U.S. development programs
to achieve inproved_deployed capabilities.
VI.

Restraints on Defense Planning ·

The improvements being made in the U.S. force structure, and the
efforts to naintain a superior technological _base through researc~ and
development~
essential if we are to have continued deterrence,. stability,
and detente in this- period ahead ---period which will almost certainly
include increases in Soviet military capabilities. Without improvements,
the vulnerabilities which can be anticipated from the momentum of present
trends .•-Till become a reality -- with all that could mean. To reduce the
danger, He m.us t begin to act nmv.

ar"e-

a

I recognize that national defense accounts for about 25 percent of
the President's proposed outlays for FY 1977, and that roughly half of
the total increase in Federal spending from FY 1976 to FY 1977 is proposed for the Department of Defense.· All of us wish that it could be
othenrise. But the Constitution requires that we "provide for the common
Defence," and war, as Alexis de Tocqueville pointed out, is "an occurrence to which all nations are subject, democratic nations as well as
others. Krtatever taste they may have for peace, they. must hold themselves
in readiness to repel aggression ••• "
·
This ouch 1;ve must continue to do, but we must do it _with continuing
attention to economy and efficiency. In order to improve our "readiness
to repel aggression," and restrain our requests, we are recommending
nine key measures to reduce Defense costs. l~e propose to:
-- Restrain the grmvth in compensation levels for military and
civilian personnel;
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a~d oth~r

:C:lisinate 26,0()0 civilian positions by consolidating headquarters
facilities;

-- Pnase out subsidies for the operating costs· of military comDissaries over a three-year period;
Eli~inate dual cc~pensation of Federal employees on active
duty for training with the National Guard or Reserve;

Reduce

te~porary

duty and permanent change-of-station travel;

Decrease petroletr:ll constmption for proficiency flying programs
through greater use of s~aller aircraft and ground training aids;
trates
losses

-- ~arrow the scope of the civil defense program so that it conceno~ the support of 2easures at the state and local level to reduce
fro~ a nuclear attack;
Hold neT.il' military construction below the levels of FY 1976;
Reduce the paid drill strength of the Navy Reserve by 40,000.

Tnese nine steps enabled us to reduce our request for budget
authority by appro~i~ately $2.8 billion in FY 1977. Most of the proposed actions require the approval of the Congress. These decisions \-Till
not be easy to make. It should be recognized, however, that if these
c:.ctions are· not approved~ additional defense appropriations of up to ·
$2.8 billion, and total obligational authority of as much as $116 billion will be required. Within the budget of $112.7 billion that the
President has presented, an aEount of $2.8 billion cannot be absorbed
w~thout a reduction in co3bat effectiveness.
VII.

Conclusion

We live in an age of paradoxes, at a time when hope and peril run
side by side. To be just and compassionate, we must be strong. As
you consider this budget, you will inevitably consider the mi~itary"
en~~ro~?ent, the state of our defenses, and the facts of the world
situation, as I have done. Tne arithmetic is not encouraging; the
facts are not ·kind,!but the task is fundamental. I urge .your support
of this request~·
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